COOP CLEANING CHECKLIST

GATHER YOUR SUPPLIES

SUPPLIES NEEDED

- FACEMASK
- RUBBER GLOVES
- SHOVEL/RAKE
- BROOM
- PAINT SCRAPER
- FOOD-GRADE DE
- NEW BEDDING
- HOSE
- TOOL BOX
- NOTE PAD & PEN
- VINEGAR/WATER CLEANER OR FAVORITE NATURAL CLEANER

LET'S CLEAN

STEPS

- SHOVEL AND SCRAPE OUT ANY MANURE, AND OLD WOOD CHIPS/BEDDING
- SPRAY DOWN COOP WITH HOSE TO HELP REMOVE ANY STUBBORN SPOTS
- USING YOUR BROOM REMOVE THE DUST AND COBWEBS
- CLEAN NESTING BOXES
- CHECK FOR ANY ROUTINE MAINTENANCE THAT NEEDS TO BE DONE
- CHECK YOUR COOP FOR HOLES OR PLACES WHERE A PREDATOR CAN GET IN
- SPRINKLE DIATOMACEOUS EARTH ON GROUND AND IN NESTING BOXES
- LAY DOWN YOUR NEW BEDDING IN YOUR COOP AND NESTING BOXES

NATURAL COOP CLEANER

EXTRA

2 1/2 CUPS WATER
1/2 CUP WHITE DISTILLED VINEGAR
20 DROPS LEMONGRASS ESSENTIAL OIL (PARASITE REPELLENT)
20 DROPS LAVENDER ESSENTIAL OIL (HELPS REMOVE ODORS)